ELITE

Fully automatic rigid pool cover systems

security, debris protection
and style

many concealed options to
choose from

Elite’s range of fully automatic rigid pool cover systems
offer pool owners the maximum enjoyment from their
pool with the minimum of effort.

Your state-of-the-art Elite rigid pool cover system is
concealed below ground in a cavity built into the pool
shell, making it a stylish option for pool owners.

The fully integrated, custom designed & manufactured
rigid pool system will add real value to your home, whilst
saving you precious water, heating costs and providing
you complete peace of mind in relation to security.

For above ground options, new and retro ﬁt designs are
available.

The Elite European inspired rigid range offers you many
years of smooth operation from these state-of-the-art
pool cover systems.

Elite’s fully automatic rigid pool cover system comes
in a variety of aesthetically pleasing colour options so
they can be perfectly tailored to suit most new pool
designs.
Contact Elite to discuss your best option.

COVER UP WITH ELITE & SAVE

Add real value to your home with Elite

Elite rigid
r
solar plus polycarbonate slat
cover for longevity

good looking, hard wearing
available colours

Sky Blue

Limestone

Grey Mist

Transparent Solar

Ever since 1989 Elite Pool Covers have been
creating a wide range of automatic and manual pool
cover systems for pool owners who embrace
innovation, safety and security, while also having a
keen eye for design and style. Elite quality simply
cannot be found in other pool cover systems...
insist on quality Elite Pool Covers every time!

The Elite rigid cover has been designed to give the pool
owner a sense of real security and peace of mind.
The slats are manufactured from heavy duty UV-resistant
materials, designed to withstand the harsh Australian
climate. The unique colour matching edge guide system
prevents water from inﬁltrating the slats, making a strong
and durable pool cover that will give you many years of
trouble-free operation.
The Elite solar slat system works just like a solar collector
on your pool, heating the water and allowing you and the
family to swim in compete comfort for much longer.

Contact your pool
builder, pool
shop or call Elite

1300 887 031

www.poolcovers.com.au
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